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Report on ISU Congress – Dubrovnik, Croatia June 6- 10, 2016 

ISA Delegates:  Peter Lynch, Angelique Clyde-Smith, Mark Lynch 

This Congress was historic in the history of the ISU due to the retirement of several long 
standing office holders, and importantly, that of the President Ottavio Cinquanta. Cinquanta 
had overseen the growth of the ISU from relatively small reserves to over CHF250million 
today. We hope the new President will continue to grow the ISU for the future of the sports. 

Proposed changes to the ISU Constitution by Members  and the ISU. 

A number of “drafting changes” were passed as a block. These were primarily tidy ups of 
wording. 

ISA spoke on a resolution to allow Members a secret ballot on formal proposals – currently 
only elections are allowed as secret ballot. This was debated for some time. The Chair 
agreed it could be allowed however a 2/3 majority would be required for the meeting to agree 
that a secret ballot would be taken, and this resolution would need to happen every time a 
resolution was put. This resolution would not be a secret ballot 

One proposal suggested that Skatecross (similar to the crashed ice events run by Red Bull 
be introduced as an ISU Sport. This proposal was lost. 

ISA’s first proposal for the ISU to develop an A & B level of ISU Championships ready to be 
put to the 2018 Congress was lost. However, the meeting passed an ISU Council resolution 
to fully explore the essence of this proposal together with a budget after consultation within 
the sport, for the 2018 Congress. So although our exact proposal was lost, a very similar 
proposal worded by the Council was passed. Members were happy our proposal ‘pushed’ 
the Council in the right direction.  

ISA’s second proposal for $50,000 pa for the next 3 years be given to each and every ISU 
Member as a Special Development Contribution was lost. But, the ISU in its budget 
proposal, for the first time ever, included a grant of $25,000 to each Member as per 
Communication 1531. It should be noted that we need to ensure our development reports 
are lodged on time so as this payment is not delayed. Again Members were happy our 
proposal ‘pushed’ the Council in the right direction and secured additional development 
funding. 

The ISU Council proposed and the meeting agreed to hold a 1-day conference in the in 
between years between congresses in conjunction with a major Championship – i.e. Senior 
Worlds. 



ISA’s third proposal was also reframed as a resolution for a working group to look at the 
issue that maintained the intent of the ISA proposal to make events more efficient and 
shorter so that costs for Members to hold events are reduced.  

The meeting voted on and approved the proposal to increase the ISU Council from 4 to 5 
members each for Figure and Speed. 

A full proposal for the introduction of an Athletes Commission to expand the input from 
skaters. The positions will be voted on for the first time during the World Championships 1-
day meeting in 2017.  

A formal proposal was accepted to address the best way to make ISU competitions more 
efficient and in particular how the marks will be arrived at with greater speed. 

There was considerable debate concerning the ISU development funding and a detailed 
presentation was given as to what Members received the funding which appeared very 
centralised in the European region. Australia spoke strongly about the apparent inequality in 
the development funding. 

General Regulations 

The eligibility status motion was passed. This effectively put the rules governing 
appearances by skaters and officials in shows into the hands of the Member without having 
an affect on eligibility. ISA will not be required to sanction the appearance. ISA will need to 
review its current policy. 

The proposal to allow sponsor logos on figure skating competition outfits was lost. 

There was a proposal that would have done away with the requirement for a skater to seek a 
release from their current Country in order to represent a new Country. This was lost with the 
exception that the waiting time between events will be a minimum of 1 year across all events. 

There was a proposal that included ISU Office Holders being prohibited from acting as 
sports journalists or TV commentators. This was however defeated and as such ISU Office 
Holders can act as sports journalists or TV commentators. This will be added to Code of 
Conduct and include which restrictions apply. 

An important resolution was that digital audio files for music are allowed and more 
importantly the rules governing this are to be fully detailed within the event announcement. 
This clearly paves the way for skating program music to be used by upload to the organiser 
before the event. ISA to write a “standard” for this to be included in all announcements. 

The requirement that a skater must not skate at another rink once accredited at the 
competition has now been abolished, so skaters can practice as and where they see fit prior 
to and during competition. 

The 1st skater in each warm up group at a competition has previously had an additional 30 
seconds to get to their starting point – this extra time is now abolished. It is now 30 seconds 
for everyone. 

A tougher stance on falls in competition for Seniors only was introduced. The 1st and 2nd falls 
each carry a deduction of 1. The 3rd and 4th falls however now each carry a deduction of 2. 
And the 5th and more falls each carry a deduction of 3.  So, for skaters with multiple falls this 
will now cost a lot of marks.   

Judges marks will no longer be anonymous ISU Championships. This decision was met with 
a huge round of applause and despite some concerns, it is overwhelmingly felt that the sport 
must have more transparency and that this is the beginning. 



Within 3 months of this Congress the ISU Council will form a working group to present to the 
2018 Congress rule changes regarding the presentation of judges marks and the evaluation 
of all officials. Technical Committees to come with a new proposal for the OAC criteria. 

There was a harmonization of the age rules for Technical Specialists and Data Operators to 
be included up to the age of 70 (previously 65). 

International judges who are already on the list for one discipline, may become qualified in 
another discipline even if they are already older than 50. 

There should be communication by headset or other means established during competitions 
between the Technical Controller and the Referee. 

Videos of the event must be used during the RTD at all international competitions. 

World Junior Synchronised Skating Championships will now be held every year. 

An ad-hoc group consisting of several Members was established to study topics related to 
continuing education, qualification and recertification of officials and together with the three 
technical committees make proposals on these topics for the 2018 Congress. There may 
also be trials and pilot programs. Initial discussions outside of the Congress meeting centred 
on creating various modules accessible on-line, similar to that already done in Canada and 
an officials survey to determine what is needed. 

Technical Rules  
 
Starting with the 2018/2019 season free programs will be reduced in length to: 
Senior  men, ladies, pair, dance, synchronized 4 min   +/- 10 sec 
Junior  men, ladies, pair, dance, synchronized 3.5 min  +/- 10 sec 
All short programs and short dance     2 min 40 sec +/- 10 sec 
 
There were changes to the definitions of the program components. A number of other 
technical rule changes were made which are best detailed in the Communications as some 
drafting was required. 
 
The range of GOE will change from 7 (-3 to +3) to 11 (-5 to +5) from the 2018-2019 season. 
 
Where appropriate and possible, technical rules and definitions were harmonized between 
singles, pair, ice dance and synchronized skating. 
 
Many of the synchronized skating rules were relaxed to allow more creativity and show 
greater technical ability. 
 
. 
 

Elections 
 
This being an election Congress, the first in 6 years, all positions were to be elected. There 
was a considerable number of forced retirements of Council Members, the President and 
Technical Committees due to age. This cleared the way for newer officials to be elected. All 
these positions are elected for a period of 2 years.  Then in the 2018 election the usual 4 
year terms will resume. 
 
Congratulations to Susan Lynch on her re-election to the Singles and Pair Technical 
Committee. There were several strong candidates and having received the highest number 
of votes Susan is in the number 1 position of that committee. Australia is very fortunate to 
have such a highly regarded official. 
 



The new president Jan Dijkema is from the Speed Branch, and the previous 2nd Vice 
President for Speed Skating. It is our view he was the best candidate for this position and 
the majority agreed. 
 
The new 2nd Vice President for skating is Alexander Lakernik (RUS), previous Chair of 
Singles and Pair Technical Committee. 
 
The Figure Skating Council is now made up of Junko Hiramatsu (JAP), Patricia St Peter 
(USA), Marie Lundmark (FIN), Benoit Lavoie (CAN) and Maria Teresa Samaranch (SPA). 
The Speed side of Council now  includes two younger persons, including the first ever lady 
from Yang Yang (CHN). 
 
Sue Petricevic (NZL) was re elected to the Disciplinary Commission. Sandra Williamson-
Leadley (NZL) ran for Synchronized Skating Technical Committee but was very narrowly not 
elected. 
 
The technical committees were elected as follows: 
 
Singles and Pair  
Chair :  Fabio Bianchetti (ITA) (declared as the only candidate) 
Susan Lynch (AUS), Yukiko Okabe (JAP), Rita Zonnekeyn (BEL) 
 
Ice Dance 
Chair:  Halina Gordon-Poltorak (POL) 
Alla Shekhovtsova (RUS), Shawn Rettstatt (USA), Hilary Selby (GBR) 
 
Synchronized Skating 
Chair:  Christopher Buchanan (GBR) 
Mika Saarelainen (FIN), Lois Long (USA), Petra Tyrbo (SWE),  
 
The ISA delegates attended each day of the Congress and contributed vigorously to the 
debates and were often at the microphone making valuable contributions and driving some 
debates. The contributions of the Australian delegates were congratulated numerous times 
by other nations. 
 
In conclusion, this was a truly historic Congress for the ISU with the changes including the 
younger and more dynamic new Council members. Nations overwhelmingly believe the ISU 
is now heading in the right direction for the future of ISU Sports. We believe that 2018 will 
see further major changes as a result of proposals and initiatives approved to be prepared 
and presented to that Congress. 
 
The ISA delegates worked together exceptionally well and harmoniously as a team in the 
best interests of the sport and ISA. 
 
Now back to the most important task of developing our skaters, and officials, while 
increasing the number of Aussie figure skaters across all disciplines. 
  
 

 
This report has been prepared jointly by the ISA delegates. 

Peter Lynch, Angelique Clyde-Smith, Mark Lynch 


